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TERMS  
FOR EXHIBITION PRODUCTS
STANDARD RACK - 3 different types available, built on a steel frame
› Lend free of charge for 2 weeks, additional weeks 500 EUR per week.
› Dealer pay 50 % of shipping cost.
› Order as usual. Please find part no. on the next page. 
› Estimated delivery time is 5 days + shipping time.
NOTE! We have a limited amount of each type of rack and if a rack is 
not available you will get notified as soon as possible.

CUSTOMISED PRODUCT - no steel frame 
› Lend free of charge for 2 weeks, additional weeks 500 EUR per week.
› Dealer pay 50 % of shipping cost.
› Order customised product through your Area Sales Manager.

› Estimated delivery time is 5 weeks + shipping time.

CUSTOMISED RACK - built on a steel frame
› Buy it for special exhibition product price and continue to use unlimited. 
› No shipping cost.
› Order customised rack through your Area Sales Manager.
› Estimated delivery time is 5 weeks + shipping time.

 

MAKE SURE TO ORDER IN TIME FOR  
YOUR EXHIBITION!
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STANDARD RACKS 
I-LINE
PART NO: 0999023
Including: Parts of SEI 35/14 with  
connection hopper. KTIF 20/33 with  
inspection window and inline outlet slide  
with slide controlled brush. 
KTIBU 20/33 with cut off slide  
and centre and intermediate  
inlet slides. Sections of KTIG 20/40.

Height = 3388 mm (2316 shipping height) 
Length = 4480 mm 
Depth = 1850 mm

SWEEP CONVEYOR
PART NO: 0999025
Including: KTIS 15/25.  
Intermediate sections 20/33  
with intermediate inlet slide.

Height = 1500 mm
Length = 3800 mm
Depth = 1050 mm

DC-REMOVER+ 
ACCESSORIES
PART NO: 0999024
Including: Grain brake and cut off slide  
on KTIG 20/33 intermediate section.  
2-way-valve and piping. DC-Remover,  
8-way-valve and piping. Adjustable adaptor 
0-7˚and intersecting connection on  
KTIF 20/33 intermediate section. 

Height = 2100 mm 
Length = 2700 mm 
Depth = 1330 mm
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BELT CONVEYOR
PART NO: 0999026
Including: BTI 500 with  
discharge tripper.

Height =1750 mm
Length = 5800 mm
Depth = 1500 mm
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